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**Abstract**

In recent days the advertisement is a most effective way to sell or to market new products of the businessmen or producers. Due to the case, advertisement has great role in selling or marketing of the product. The producers use interesting advertisements to introduce their product by using interesting or different language style. This study focuses on the structural discourse of the advertisement used in Batam Pos daily newspaper in Batam island. Sample of the data obtained from job career column in January 2013. The advertisement consist of the opening, the body and the closing of the advertisement.
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**INTRODUCTION**

According to Holmes (2006:1) sociolinguistics is the relationship between language and society. When people are interest in explaining why they speak differently in social life and social context, they should concern with identifying the social functions of language and the way it is used to convey social meaning. According to Alwasliah (2002:6) language research is a part of the knowledge. Thus, to study of language is very important. Besides as the communication, language is also very often used to advertize the product. Advertisement is always become something very crucial in modern era to offer. This advertisement is put anywhere in which we see the advertisement. According to Darmawan (2005:103) that Benyamin Franklin is the first person who enriches information by adding illustration to give stronger effect. In Indonesia, advertisement can be found in written advertisement. And then the advertisement has strength at picture, language and location in where the advertisement put. Every person who will advertize in order to make their product sold out. This is due to every producer wants their product sold out. To make the product sold out, so, the advertisement must be interesting either picture and fond. Therefore, In this study, the writer tries to analyze structure of the advertisement in the *Batan Pos* newspaper.
MATERIALS
Recently advertisement becomes more interesting in linguistic because viewed from the linguistic features in advertisement, particularly discourse analysis. So, discourse is a term becoming increasingly common in a wide range of academic and non-academic contexts. Sometimes it can seem as if each time it is used, it means something different. Within linguistics, discourse is often described as “language-in-use” or “socially situated text and talk”, i.e., analysts ask how written, oral and visual texts are used in specific contexts to make meanings, as opposed to analysing language-as-an-abstract-system. Other disciplines (philosophy, history, sociology, anthropology, political science, media studies) tend to use the term to mean what is ‘sayable’ or ‘thinkable’ about a topic in any given political, social, historical, cultural context. Furthermore, one way of conceptualising these two sets of approaches is to ask the question “Which is bigger – language or discourse?”. In linguistics, language is bigger: discourses occur within (one of Chomsky’s teachers) paved the way for linguists to analyse language above the sentence level, calling this unit of analysis ‘discourse’ (e.g., paragraphs, essays, interviews). Analysis therefore focuses on language in use, the relation of language to context and the relations of cohesion within a text. So, discourse analysis is a study to analyze language which is used scientifically either oral or written. In using language scientifically, it means the use of language daily in social interaction. So, the data of discourse analysis can be text either oral or written text. Sudaryat (2008: 154) states that substitution is a change from word to another word. This is common occurred in advertisement in order to be more interesting. In addition, Rani (2006: 87) states that is to differ the form of text can be differentiated that the sentence can be classified as text or not. So, it refers to the form of transcription in utterance. Adiel (2009) states that the structure of advertisement can be headline, body of the advertisement and the closing.

METHODS
This study can be classified as is descriptive qualitative research. Using the qualitative data the writer wants to describe the advertisement in the Batam Pos NewsPaper. The sample which has been taken based on the population of this study is obtained from the Batam Pos Newspaper in January 2013. Theses aspect such as a) to identify the population in the study, b) identify whether the sampling design for this population, c) identify the selection process for individual, d) identify whether the study will involve stratification of the population before selection the sample, and indicate the number of advertisement that would be taken, particularly advertisement of job career column. This advertisement is different
from the advertisement which markets products. The analysis of this study focused on the structural elements of the advertisement. Thos consisted of the opening, the body, and the closing of the advertisement.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Advertisement of the job career in the Batam Pos Newspaper aimed directly the objects, namely job seekers. This advertisement is different from the advertisement which will market product. The advertisement of job career had some features those would be discussed as follows:

The Opening of the Advertisement

The first aim of the advertisement is to attract people to know the product. That is why the advertiser introduces or rememorizes the product already existed in market. Based the aim of the advertiser is to sell the product, so, it is required that the advertisement is interesting for perspective workers.

Data 1

“Urgently Required”
The opening of the advertisement in the data 1 is “ urgently required”. The letters printed in capital letters. This shows that the company really needs to recruit the candidate immediately. This explains how the company immediately need the worker to rush to apply it.

Data 2

“Vacancy”
The opening of the advertisement in the data 2 is “ vacancy”. The letters printed in capital letters and bolded. This shows that the company provide a job for job seekers who wants to apply in that company. Therefore, this offers to the job seekers if they want job.

The Body of the Advertisement

The body of advertising has aim is to attract the desire of the objects (job seekers) to apply or join their companies. It is based on the objective of the advertiser who wants to attract the job seekers to apply at their companies, hence, the advertisement must be rational and objective. The reasons must be accepted by the job seekers.
Data 3
“General Admin and Finance”
Female, with accounting background
Active English. Chinese preferably
The body of the advertisement in the data 3 is “General Admin and Finance”. The letters bold printed in it. This shows that the company needs of the job position as general admin and Finance. After that the advertisement also request some requirements such as Female, with accounting background, Active English. Chinese preferably. The last requirement is “Chinese preferably”. This is very to show that Chinese applicant will be better.

Data 4
“Mechanic Mesin Kapal Crew Boat”
Pengalaman min.5 thn (water jet)
The body of the advertisement in the data 4 is “Mechanic Mesin Kapal Crew Boat”. The letters printed in bold. This shows that the company needs a mechanic who has got experience for 5 years. This company needs not fresh graduate but experienced worker. In addition, The body of the advertisement also shows specification of the job, namely experience in handling of water jet. So, the advertisement has give complete information in which the company require it.

The Closing of the Advertisement
The closing of the advertisement consists of additional information which is related to the above. It is basically to give additional information which can be stated as reminding such as contact person or address in which the job seekers can contact if they are interested in the advertisement. The next aim is expected to give the mindset of the objects (job seekers) that the job seekers can be interested to work in their companies. According to Adiel (2009:12) develop the closing of the advertisement there are two things to be considered selling approach and passive point. This can be seen in following data below.

Data 5
“Email your CV to”
Fb_batam@floramarine.com
The closing of the advertisement in the data 5 is very simple is “Email your CV to”. The letters printed is not in bold letters. This shows that the company just give facility to apply through email. This makes the applicant just send via email. This is cheaper and faster than sent via post office.
Data 6
“PT. RACER TECHNOLOGY BATAM”
Komp. Hijrah Karya Mandiri Blok F3
Batam Centre

The closing of the advertisement in the data 6 is very more complete compared to the data 5 which is very simple just via email. While the data 6 shows the name of the company written in capital letters. This shows that the company existed and the applicant may come because the company also put its address after the name of the company.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

It is based the structural discourse of the advertisement used in Batam Pos daily newspaper in Batam island. Sample of the data obtained from job career column in January 2013. data above. So, this study can be concluded that the advertisement consists for three parts, namely the opening, the body and the closing of advertisement. The opening obtained mostly used two types of opening, namely ‘urgently required and vacancy”. The body is the requirement needed by the company. This explains some requirements needed by the company. The closing consists of two types. The first is only email and the other is address of the company.
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